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Abstract River mouths, shoreline locations where ﬂuvial and coastal sediments are partitioned via erosion,
trapping, and redistribution, are responsible for the ultimate sedimentary architecture of deltas and, because
of their dynamic nature, also pose great management and engineering challenges. To investigate the interaction
between ﬂuvial and littoral processes at wave-dominated river mouths, we modeled their morphologic
evolution using the coupled hydrodynamic and morphodynamic model Delft3D-SWAN. Model experiments
replicate alongshore migration of river mouths, river mouth spit development, and eventual spit breaching,
suggesting that these are emergent phenomena that can develop even under constant ﬂuvial and wave
conditions. Furthermore, we ﬁnd that sediment bypassing of a river mouth develops though feedbacks between
waves and river mouth morphology, resulting in either continuous bypassing pathways or episodic bar
bypassing pathways. Model results demonstrate that waves refracting into the river mouth bar create a zone of
low alongshore sediment transport updrift of the river mouth, which reduces sediment bypassing. Sediment
bypassing, in turn, controls the river mouth migration rate and the size of the river mouth spit. As a result, an
intermediate amount of river discharge maximizes river mouth migration. The fraction of alongshore sediment
bypassing can be predicted from the balance between the jet and the wave momentum ﬂux. Quantitative
comparisons show a match between our modeled predictions of river mouth bypassing and migration rates
observed in natural settings.
1. Introduction
River mouths carry out a pivotal role in Earth-surface dynamics by transporting most of the sediment eroded
from the continents to the oceans [Hay, 1998]. Sediment delivered to the coast steadily shapes our densely
populated coastlines and deltas [Boyd et al., 1992]. As such, river mouths are the nexus of delta formation, representing the location of ﬁrst response to ﬂuvial sediment ﬂuctuations, as the river mouth morphology rapidly
adapts to anthropogenic sediment reduction and climate change [Syvitski and Saito, 2007; Nienhuis et al.,
2013]. A well-known example is the Nile River mouth at Rosetta that has been retreating at an average rate
of 58 × 104 m yr1 as a result of the Aswan Dam construction in 1964 [Stanley and Warne, 1998]. The importance
of ocean wave action on river mouth morphology has long been recognized [Wright, 1977]; however, the effect
of waves on river mouth morphodynamics is in a stage of nascent understanding [Giosan, 2007; Nardin and
Fagherazzi, 2012; Nardin et al., 2013; Fagherazzi et al., 2015]. Quantifying the drivers of river mouth morphology
in the presence of waves is not only important for forecasting upcoming changes to our deltaic shorelines but
also allows us to better understand the long-term coupling of terrestrial and marine processes.
Here we study how waves and associated alongshore sediment transport affect river mouth morphology and
how river mouth dynamics can be quantiﬁed in a framework of alongshore sediment bypassing, alongshore river
mouth migration, and river mouth spit breaching. We test this framework with model experiments of self-formed
river mouth morphology in idealized environments on yearly to decadal timescales using the numerical model
Delft3D-SWAN [Deltares, 2014]. We then apply the alongshore sediment bypassing and river mouth migration
parameterizations we have derived from Delft3D experiments to a selection of natural examples.

2. Background
2.1. River Mouths in the Absence of Waves
©2016. American Geophysical Union.
All Rights Reserved.
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When a river enters a standing body of water, its discharge and sediment load, previously conﬁned to the
channel, form a river mouth jet that gradually slows down and expands [Bates, 1953; Wright, 1977; Canestrelli
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et al., 2014; Fagherazzi et al., 2015]. Hydrodynamically, river mouth jets are turbulent and bounded above and
below by the free surface and bed friction, respectively [Rowland et al., 2009; Canestrelli et al., 2014]. Dynamics
of river mouths and their sedimentary deposits depend on the relative densities of the river and basin waters,
the inertia of the river ﬂow, and bed friction [Bates, 1953]. Depending on these environmental factors, river mouth
jets can be unstable and meandering [Jirka, 1994; Mariotti et al., 2013; Canestrelli et al., 2014], can plunge below the
basin water (hyperpycnal ﬂow conditions), or be buoyant (hypopycnal ﬂow conditions) [Bates, 1953; Wright, 1977].
The hydrodynamics of river mouths are strongly coupled to their morphology and morphodynamics. River
mouth width and depth are a function of ﬂuvial discharge, sediment characteristics, and bank cohesion
[Wright, 1977; Parker, 1978; Andren, 1994]. Sediment from the decelerating river mouth jet can be preferentially
deposited as a mouth bar in the jet centerline or as levees along the sides of the jet, depending on jet stability
and bed friction [Rowland et al., 2010; Mariotti et al., 2013; Canestrelli et al., 2014; Falcini et al., 2014].
2.2. Wave Effect of River Mouths
Most often, river mouths are shaped not only by ﬂuvial factors but also by marine processes such as waves
and tides. Waves affect the river mouth jet by increasing bed friction, which enhances jet spreading [Ismail
and Wiegel, 1983] and jet stability [Jirka, 2001]. Ismail and Wiegel [1983], using theory and laboratory experiments, demonstrated that jet spreading is controlled by the ratio between wave momentum and jet momentum. Waves make river mouth bars form closer to the river mouth and impede the growth of lateral levees
[Wright, 1977; Nardin et al., 2013]. River mouth bars often form during ﬂoods, but channel bifurcations around
river mouth bars are short-lived when waves are present [Giosan et al., 2005; Gelfenbaum et al., 2015], resulting in the formation of one major channel [Jerolmack and Swenson, 2007]. Wave-dominated river mouths not
only display depositional patterns very similar to ebb-tidal deltas offshore of tidal inlets [Fitzgerald, 1982] but
also generate unique features such as large submarine platforms [Giosan et al., 2005; Giosan, 2007]. The most
obvious effect of waves on river mouths is expressed in the large-scale plan-view morphology of waveversus river-dominated deltas; wave-driven alongshore sediment transport spreads sediment from the river
mouth alongcoast to produce cuspate deltas with smooth shorelines [Nienhuis et al., 2015b].
When waves approach the river mouth obliquely, they set up an alongshore current. This alongshore current
and the associated transport of sediment interacts with the jet, such that shoals and subaqueous levees
mostly form on the updrift side [Wright, 1977; Giosan, 2007] and extensive deltaic submarine platforms
mostly form on the downdrift side [Correggiari et al., 2005; Giosan et al., 2005]. Waves can also deﬂect the river
mouth jet even in the absence of an established alongshore current [Nardin and Fagherazzi, 2012]. Tanaka
et al. [1996] show that the balance between river mouth sediment deposition by littoral processes and
sediment erosion by ﬂuvial discharge controls the width and depth of river mouths in wave-dominated
environments. In some cases, when the discharge of individual streams is too small to maintain a permanent
river mouth, rivers can amalgamate alongshore until the outlet has sufﬁcient discharge to maintain a
permanent river mouth [Zenkovich, 1967].
The morphology and sediment composition of river mouths on coasts with a net direction of littoral (or alongshore) transport are often asymmetrical (i.e., different on the updrift and downdrift coasts) because two sediment
sources feed delta mouths: ﬂuvial and littoral [Giosan, 1998]. Waves are an efﬁcient sediment sorter and move
ﬁne-grained ﬂuvial material offshore, coarsening the nearshore environment [Friedman, 1967]. The dynamics
of wave-dominated river mouths thus depend on how the ﬂuvial sediment interfaces with sediment sourced
from the updrift coastline [Hicks and Inman, 1987].
2.3. Sediment Bypassing and River Mouth Migration
Important in the interaction between alongshore sediment transport and river discharge is how sediment is
potentially able to bypass the river mouth [Zenkovich, 1967]. Using sediment tracers, Aibulatov and Shadrin
[1961] found that littoral sediment was transported around the river mouth bar. In another study, Balouin
et al. [2006] identiﬁed a littoral sediment bypass pathway through the river mouth channel. Littoral bypassing
around river mouths bears many similarities with bypassing around tidal inlets. Bruun and Gerritsen [1959]
found that for high ratios of littoral transport to tidal discharge, strong waves force bypassing around the
ebb tidal delta. For a low littoral transport relative to tidal discharge, waves are weak, and tidal currents
transport littoral sediment via the channel and the ebb-tidal delta to the downdrift coast. Dodet et al.
[2013] attributed the relationship between tidal discharge and the alongshore current to wave-current
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Figure 1. Examples of two wave-dominated river mouths. (a) An undeﬂected mouth of the Sikia Pakia Bila River and (b) a deﬂected mouth of the Dakura Tingni River,
both along the coast of Nicaragua and experiencing a similar wave climate. The red dotted lines indicate the orientations of the schematized cross sections of
Figures 1c and 1d. The wave roses display the angular distribution of wave energy using data from WaveWatch III® [Chawla et al., 2013]. Images © Google Earth. (c) A
schematized cross section of the river mouth spit of Figure 1b, illustrating the sediment supplied by alongshore transport from the updrift coast as the updrift
sediment cross-sectional area Ab. (d) A schematized along section of the river mouth spit of Figure 1b, highlighting the difference between the channel depth at the
river mouth and the spit updrift sediment depth.

interactions such as wave blocking and alongshore current disorganization. Rodriguez et al. [2000] suggested
that suspended sediment could further dissipate waves around river mouths and limit alongshore sediment
transport. See also Anthony [2015] for a recent review on the wave inﬂuence of river deltas.
Reductions in alongshore sediment bypassing affect the long-term morphology of a river mouth (Figure 1) [see
also Zenkovich, 1967; Dominguez, 1996]. If the river mouth acts as an obstacle to the alongshore transport and
no sediment is able to bypass, a river mouth spit tends to form that can cause the channel to migrate downdrift
(Figure 1b). For example, the river mouth spit on the Senegal river is 26 km long and migrated an average of
200 × 104 m yr1 between 1850 and 1917 [Guilchar and Nicholas, 1954]. While river mouth processes and alongshore sediment bypassing control the initial formation of river mouth spits, subsequent subaerial accretion of the
spit is caused by onshore sand transport, wind, and vegetation [Sedrati et al., 2011; Heathﬁeld and Walker, 2015].
There are limits, however, to the distance that river mouths can migrate alongshore. In cases where the river
mouth spit is coarse grained such that groundwater ﬂow is signiﬁcant, discharge through the mouth
decreases as the barrier elongates. A reduced river mouth discharge can then lead to either mouth closure
or signiﬁcant bypassing of sediment around the mouth, which would stop migration [Kirk, 1991; Balouin
et al., 2006]. Another natural limit to migration is spit breaching caused by storms or ﬂoods. Breaching events
“reset” the river mouth updrift; this rapid change of the river outlet can be seen as a large instantaneous
bypassing event [Cooper, 1990; Kirk, 1991; Hart, 2007]. A spit breach leaves behind a lagoon: a depression
where once the channel ﬂowed through [Hart, 2007]. Kelk [1974] demonstrated that the Ashburton River in
New Zealand exhibits cycles of alongshore migration and subsequent spit breaching of about 12–19 months.
When river mouths carry signiﬁcantly larger ﬂuvial sediment supply, they can reorient the coastline into a
cuspate wave-dominated delta [Nienhuis et al., 2015b] and make the dynamics of alongshore sediment
bypassing and river mouth migration more complicated [Giosan, 2007; Anthony, 2015]. In this case, different
shoreline orientations on either side of the river mouth result in different quantities of alongshore sediment
transport to and from the river mouth [Bakker and Edelman, 1964; Ashton and Giosan, 2011]. Interactions
among ﬂuvial sediment supply, the shoreline, and the directional wave climate develop such that alongshore
sediment bypassing affects the channel orientation and can control updrift versus downdrift ﬂank growth
[Nienhuis, 2016]. One example is the undeﬂected St. George lobe of the Danube delta. Here Giosan et al.
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[2005] show that an efﬁcient bypassing mechanism exists where littoral sediment is initially trapped in front
of the river mouth but in time is transported downdrift when a barrier island emerges.
2.4. Models of River Mouth Morphodynamics
Several numerical models of river mouth dynamics have been developed, in some cases to estimate future
river mouth geometries [Tanaka, 2003] or in others to explain the physics behind observed river mouth
morphologies [Edmonds and Slingerland, 2007; Gelfenbaum et al., 2015]. Gelfenbaum et al. [2015] modeled
the hydrodynamics and sediment transport of the Elwha River delta to match real-time measurements. In
their study, they simulated 2 months of morphologic change of the delta following the removal of a dam
in the river watershed. Simpler, predictive models of river mouths can incorporate only a few processes, such
as Tanaka’s [2003] model of the competition between alongshore sediment transport closing the river mouth
and ﬂuvial currents eroding the river mouth. Such a simple model allows for the implementation of more
realistic boundary conditions on longer timescales.
Here we choose an intermediate approach, similar to that of Edmonds and Slingerland [2007] and Nardin et al.
[2013], where we use a detailed simulation model (Delft3D-SWAN) [see Deltares, 2014] to simulate idealized
river mouth morphodynamics over interannual timescales. We model the morphologic development of river
mouths under the inﬂuence of waves, where the river interacts with a sandy shoreline and a fully developed
littoral current. A critical aspect of our simulations is that the river mouth morphology is an emergent
characteristic of the underlying physics. Although model complexity limits us to the use of only simple
boundary conditions, it does allow a detailed exploration of the physics of river mouths. We then draw on
our model experiments to parameterize a simple conceptual model of sediment bypassing and river mouth
spit evolution that we subsequently test against natural examples.

3. Conceptual Model of Sediment Bypassing
To analyze our model experiments and to explore the effect of wave and ﬂuvial dynamics on alongshore sediment bypassing and channel migration, we propose a conceptual model of river mouths in wave-dominated
environments (Figure 1). In this conceptual model, we quantify sediment bypassing as the fraction β of the
net alongshore sediment transport (Qs) that is transported across the river mouth [Nienhuis et al., 2015a].
If there is a net direction of alongshore sediment transport and the river mouth is not migrating (Figure 1a),
100% of the littoral sediment must be able to bypass the river mouth (β = 1). If, on the other hand, a river
mouth is migrating (Figure 1b), β must necessarily be less than 1 because some sediment must build the spit
causing mouth migration. River mouth migration and river mouth spit formation are therefore closely
coupled; river mouths migrate by building a river mouth spit, and the river mouth spit forms because the river
mouth itself migrates alongshore.
When ﬂuvial sediment supply is small relative to the alongshore sediment transport, the river is not able to
reorient the shoreline (Figure 1) [Nienhuis et al., 2015b]. In this case, we can infer the alongshore sediment
bypassing fraction β from the migration rate of the river mouth, invoking the conservation of mass:
ν¼

Qs ð1  βÞ
;
Ab

(1)

where v is the migration rate (ms1), Qs is the volumetric alongshore sediment transport rate (m3 s1), β is the
fraction of alongshore sediment transport that is able to bypass the river mouth, Ab = Ws.Ds is the crosssectional area of the river mouth spit (m2) composed of blocked littoral sediment from the updrift coast,
Ws is the width of the spit, and Ds is spit updrift sediment depth (Figures 1c and 1d). Because bypassing is
deﬁned relative to the alongshore location of the river mouth, a breaching event would entail a large sudden
increase in the volume of sediment bypassed.
For deltaic systems where relative ﬂuvial sediment supply is larger, a break in the shoreline orientation develops
across the river mouth [Grijm, 1960; Bakker and Edelman, 1964; Ashton and Giosan, 2011]. In this case, bypassing
is expected to play an important role in controlling the channel orientation due to feedbacks between ﬂuvial
sediment supply, the bypassing fraction β, and the offshore wave climate. For example, Nienhuis [2016]
prescribed an alongshore sediment bypassing fraction in a simpliﬁed model of shoreline evolution and found
that bypassing plays an important role in large-scale delta dynamics; however, as arbitrary values of β were
NIENHUIS ET AL.
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used, they did not explore the processes controlling alongshore sediment bypassing. Here we formulate and
test a quantitative framework of river mouth bypassing that can be applied to large-scale deltas in wavedominated environments.

4. Methods
4.1. Delft3D-SWAN
To explore the morphodynamics of wave-dominated river mouths, we use the coupled hydrodynamic and
morphodynamic model Delft3D-SWAN [Lesser et al., 2004]. Delft3D solves the shallow water equations for
unsteady, incompressible, and turbulent ﬂow. We use Delft3D in two dimensions, solving the depth-averaged
ﬂow. The Delft3D ﬂow model is embedded in the SWAN phase-averaged spectral wave model which solves
the wave action equation to simulate wave propagation and dissipation as well as wave-wave and wavecurrent interactions [Booij et al., 1999]. We use the formulations of van Rijn [1993] to calculate suspended
and bed load sediment transport due to the waves and currents. In this depth-averaged model, we set the
wave-related suspended and bed load transport factors to 0.15 in order to reduce unrealistic shoreface steepening [Brocatus, 2008].
4.2. Model Setup
We explore river mouth morphodynamics with an idealized initial shoreface and river mouth (Figure 2). The
Delft3D ﬂow domain is 6 km alongshore and 5 km offshore and includes a 750 m wide subaerial beach elevated 3 m above mean sea level to prevent overland ﬂow. The grid resolution is 40 m in the alongshore direction and 25 m, 50 m, and 100 m in the cross-shore direction depending on water depth. We set a high grid
resolution to ensure that the alongshore current is at least seven grid cells wide. Tests with an even ﬁner grid
show that there is a negligible effect of the resolution on the modeled river mouth morphology (Figure S3 in
the supporting information). The entire ﬂow domain is 150 × 116 cells, with an offshore water level boundary
condition and two alongshore Neumann boundary conditions that allow the alongshore current and associated sediment transport to freely ﬂow into and out of the domain [Deltares, 2014]. The channel is forced
with a discharge boundary condition, with water that has equal density as the basin water. Fluvial sediment
is supplied as a constant sediment concentration condition at the same boundary. The ﬂow domain is
embedded in a slightly larger “small” SWAN wave domain that extends alongshore for 30 km within a “large”
SWAN wave domain that encompasses 186 km alongshore by 90 km offshore (Figure 2b). A wave domain of
this size allows for a fully developed alongshore current without boundary artifacts [List and Ashton, 2007].
The initial shoreface follows a Dean-type proﬁle of h (x) = a x2/3, where h is the water depth (m) at a distance x
(m) from shore and a is 0.1, the recommended value for 200 μm sand [Dean, 1991]. We extend this shape offshore to 200 m depth in the wave domain (Figure 2c), an extension well beyond the shallow closure depths
(<10 m) used to develop this shape; however, the deeper proﬁle is nearly linear and does not affect model
behavior, particularly as waves at the offshore boundary are well within deep water. The initial river mouth
is straight and shore perpendicular, shallowing toward the beach to limit the river mouth’s offshore expression (Figure 2a). We use simple hydraulic geometry relations [Parker, 1978] to initialize the river channel
dimensions for the given discharge condition at the boundary to limit spin-up effects. The river banks are
fully erodible.
The initial bed composition of the model domain consists of 200.01 μm “updrift sediment,” located updrift of the
initial river mouth and 200.00 μm “downdrift sediment,” located downdrift of the initial river mouth (Figure 2a).
Supplied ﬂuvial sediment consists of 199.99 μm sand. With this minimal but detectable grain size variation and
by tracking the bed composition using 25 vertical cells of 0.2 m each, sediment acts as a tracer. This allows us to
track the movement of the updrift, downdrift, and ﬂuvial sediment “fractions” as the delta mouth morphology
evolves while making sure that each fraction has nearly equal transport properties.
All model experiments have long-period deep water swell waves approaching 40° from shore normal (Figure 2),
with a wave period of 10 s and with wave heights varied between 0.7 m and 1.5 m, setting up alongshore
sediment transport rates (Qs) between 7 and 70 kg s1. Water discharge is varied between 50 m3 s1 and
2000 m3 s1; ﬂuvial sediment supply is varied between 0 kg s1 and 50 kg s1. Even though almost all natural
river mouths carry some ﬂuvial sediment, we include model experiments without ﬂuvial sediment supply to
simplify the long-term mass balance of the littoral system. Note that the absence of ﬂuvial sediment supply
NIENHUIS ET AL.
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Figure 2. (a) The Delft3D ﬂow domain and (b) the ﬂow domain embedded into a two larger SWAN wave domains. The initial subaerial beach is 750 m wide and 3 m
above mean sea level. (c) Initial cross-shore proﬁle.

can introduce scour at the upstream boundary. See supporting information Table S1 for overview of all the
settings and parameters. Supporting information Table S2 lists all the model experiments.
We run the model with 1 day of hydrodynamic spin-up time and then do a fully coupled hydrodynamic and
morphodynamic simulation of 13 days. We use a morphologic scaling factor to speed up the morphodynamics
[Lesser et al., 2004], multiplying bed erosion and deposition with a linear factor of 90; tests with morphologic
factors of 22.5 and 45 show that a factor of 90 does not signiﬁcantly affect the morphodynamics. Because of
the morphologic factor, our 13 day hydrodynamic simulations correspond to approximately 3.2 years of
morphologic change.
4.3. Model Analyses
We use the model setup as described above to investigate wave effects on river mouth morphology, bypassing,
and migration. The river mouth dimensions, the river mouth jet, and the alongshore sediment transport are
emergent properties of the simulation that codevelop with the morphology. To compute bypassing, we track
the position of the channel through time, from the upstream boundary (river apex) to the location of minimum
depth along the channel (river mouth). The cumulative alongshore sediment bypassing fraction β is,
βcumulative ¼

V u;d
;
Vu

(2)

where Vu,d is the volume (m3) of the updrift sediment fraction that is located downdrift of the river mouth,
including the updrift sediment that has left the domain. Vu is the cumulative volume (m3) of updrift sediment
that has been brought into the domain across the updrift boundary.
The instantaneous bypassing fraction βinst is,
βinstantaneous ¼

Qu; d ΔV u;d =Δt
¼
;
ΔV u =Δt
Qu

(3)

where Qu,d is the updrift fraction sediment ﬂux (m3 s1) that is bypassing the river mouth. Qu is the updrift
fraction sediment ﬂux (m3 s1) updrift of the river mouth, which is equal to the sediment ﬂux brought
into the domain along the upstream boundary. To calculate βinstantaneous, we measure the change in time
of Vu,d and Vu. Because we calculate Vu,d and Vu at each hydrodynamic time step of 0.2 min and the model
has a morphologic scaling factor of 90, the time interval Δt over which we calculate βinstantaneous is 18 min.
Note that while the cumulative bypassing fraction β for downdrift migrating river mouths is always between 0 and
1, the instantaneous fraction can be much greater than 1, for example, when a spit breaches and the river mouth
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Figure 3. Close-up view of a typical model experiment after (a) 0, (b) 1.5, and (c) 3 years. Time evolution of basic river mouth properties, (d) the cross-sectional area of the spit updrift sediment and the river mouth, (e) the channel depth and the upstream
boundary and at the river mouth, and (f) the river mouth alongshore location. Dashed lines indicate moments of snapshots shown
3 1
1
in Figures 3a–3c. Fluvial discharge Q = 200 m s , ﬂuvial sediment supply Qr = 0 kg s , and offshore wave height Hs = 1 m.

relocates upcoast. The instantaneous fraction can also be negative when the river mouth migrates into updrift sediment that bypassed previously. In this sense, we deﬁne “updrift” and “downdrift” sediment fractions based on how
sediments are initially located updrift and downdrift of the river mouth (section 4.2). The alternative approach, to
relabel the sediment as updrift or downdrift at each time step, is troublesome within Delft3D and requires a new
bed composition ﬁle, and therefore a new “run,” at each time step. Therefore, in terms of bypassing, we only track
the updrift sediment fraction of the river mouth spit as it is bypassed, and we do not take into account the reverse
bypassing behavior of the eroded downdrift river bank. We correct our migration rate for this reverse bypassing by
only tracking the updrift sediment as it is incorporated into the river mouth spit (Figures 1c and 1d).

5. River Mouth Morphology
We performed model experiments to explore river mouth morphodynamics and alongshore sediment
bypassing. In each simulation, the river mouth quickly reaches a steady state width and depth (Figures 3d
and 3e). The scour upstream of the river mouth caused by the 0 kg s1 ﬂuvial boundary condition (Figure 3e)
creates a temporary ﬂuvial sediment ﬂux of 0.09 kg s1 towards the river mouth, negligible compared to
the 18 kg s1 of alongshore sediment transport. The shoreface proﬁle is stable (or quasi-stable) such that,
updrift of the river mouth, cross-shore sediment transport is negligible and alongshore sediment transport
at the domain boundaries remains nearly constant throughout the simulation (Figure 3). No sandbars
develop outside of the zone inﬂuenced by the river mouth. We attribute this to the constant wave conditions
and the depth-averaged approximation of shoreface processes in Delft3D [see Deltares, 2014]. Both the
equilibrium channel morphology and shoreface stability are essential in our study of river mouth morphodynamics, allowing us to investigate model behavior arising from emergent, developed morphodynamic
feedbacks rather than transient changes developed from an initially out-of-equilibrium conﬁguration.
During the morphologic model spin-up, alongshore sediment bypassing is high and then gradually reaches
a steady regime (Figure 4). Because of this model spin-up, the cumulative bypassing fraction decreases over
the course of most simulations.
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Figure 4. Close-up examples of (Figure 4, top) river mouth morphology and (middle) updrift sediment deposits after 3 years
of sediment transport. See supporting information Animations S1–S4 for the full morphologic simulation. (bottom) The
cumulative (blue) and the instantaneous (green) bypassing fraction along with the downdrift fraction of the ﬂuvial sediment
ﬂux (red) through time. Wave height is 1 m, wave period is 10 s, and waves approach at 40° from normal.

Our results display a variety of river mouth morphologies depending on discharge and sediment supply
(Figure 4). Broadly categorized, these morphologies include limited deﬂection (Figure 4a, see also Animation S1),
deﬂected (Figure 4b, see also Animation S2), deﬂected with a river mouth oriented into the waves (Figure 4c,
see also Animation S3), and a prograding asymmetric delta (Figure 4, see also Animation S4). For all simulations,
by tracking the movement of updrift sediment, we can compute updrift sediment thickness and investigate its
distribution across the domain (Figures 4a–4d, middle).
For the slightly deﬂected case (Figure 4a), the river mouth spit is small and consists mostly of updrift sediment.
As such, littoral sediment is transported very effectively along the shore by breaking waves, easily bypassing the
river mouth. For increasing discharge (Figures 4b and 4c), the river mouth bar increases in volume. The cumulative bypassing fraction is initially close to 1 but lowers throughout the duration of the simulation, dropping
rapidly for simulations with a high discharge. A river mouth spit develops that causes the river mouth to migrate
alongshore. The spit is elevated approximately 0.2 m above sea level in most simulations due to a combination
of wave setup and a model threshold for drying of a grid cell. Interestingly, the rate of river mouth migration is
maximized for the intermediate discharge scenario, while the alongshore sediment bypassing fraction continuously decreases for increasing discharge (Figure 5). This maximum in the river mouth migration rate occurs
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Figure 5. Average migration rate (green line), spit updrift sediment cross-sectional area (Ab) (blue line), and alongshore
sediment bypassing fraction (red line) for model runs with different discharges and no sediment supply, Hs = 1 m, Tp = 10 s.

because the width of the river mouth spit increases for increasing discharge, lowering the migration rate even
when bypassing is limited (equation (1) and Figure 5).
With a ﬂuvial sediment supply, the shoreline protrudes seaward, developing a deltaic deposit with differing
shoreline orientation between the updrift and downdrift ﬂank (Figure 3d) [Bhattacharya and Giosan, 2003;
Ashton and Giosan, 2011] and a downdrift-deﬂected channel [Nienhuis, 2016]. Bypassing is on average high
(β ~ 0.5) but intermittent because of an unstable channel that oscillates periodically from a downdrift to an
updrift orientation (Figure 4d, bottom, see also Animation S4). Apart from these oscillations, the river mouth
migration rate is low compared to a river mouth without ﬂuvial sediment supply. We attribute this difference
in migration rate to the deposition of ﬂuvial sediment downdrift of the river mouth. The growth of the downdrift beach leads to the initial low in alongshore sediment bypassing (compare the blue line in Figures 4b–4d)
and the subsequent formation of an updrift delta ﬂank composed of updrift sediment. Eventually, as the
downdrift ﬂank prevents further downdrift migration of the channel, bypassing increases to be higher than
the model experiment without ﬂuvial sediment supply (Figure 4b).
In general, the river mouth morphologies formed in the model arise from the interaction between ﬂuvial
discharge, the local wave ﬁeld, and the alongshore sediment ﬂux (Figure 6). Wave-current interactions and
the presence of a river mouth bar steepen waves close to the river mouth and decrease the wave height
updrift and downdrift of the river mouth (Figure 6).

6. Alongshore Sediment Bypassing
6.1. Bypassing Pathways
By tracing the instantaneous pathways of updrift sediment, model experiments show three mechanisms of
alongshore river mouth sediment bypassing (Figure 6). One pathway, associated with low ﬂuvial discharge
and a weak river mouth jet that is highly deﬂected, arises when the channel depth is smaller than the breaking
wave depth. In this case, the jet is easily deﬂected, and it has little impact on the incoming waves that drive
alongshore sediment transport. Most of the updrift sediment is bypassed around a small river mouth bar,
and there is minimal river mouth migration (Figures 4a and 6a).
In the second scenario, with a stronger river mouth jet and a larger river mouth bar (Figures 4b and 6b),
alongshore sediment transport decreases close to the river mouth. A fraction (β) of the updrift sediment is
conveyed into the channel and continues its way downdrift. The blocked (1-β) fraction of the updrift supply,
however, deposits at the river mouth spit, forcing the river mouth to migrate downdrift. Blocking occurs
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Figure 6. Sediment transport ﬂuxes and wave height for close-ups of the four cases shown in Figure 4. (Figures 6a–6d, top) Sediment transport direction and magnitude only of the updrift sediment. (bottom) Signiﬁcant wave height and direction showing how the wave ﬁeld interacts with the river mouth morphology and the
river jet. Grey lines show the bathymetry contours up to 5 m of water depth, black line is 0 m.

because the river mouth bar and river mouth jet affect the incoming waves; waves refract into the river
mouth bar and into the river mouth jet, creating a zone of relatively low wave heights and therefore low
alongshore transport updrift of the river mouth (Figures 6b and 7b). This process favors updrift sediment
deposition, driving spit formation and river mouth migration.
With even larger ﬂuvial discharge (Figures 4c and 6c), updrift sediment is sequestered via the channel in the
river mouth bar at about 3 m water depth. In these simulations, the river mouth jet is unsteady, regularly
changing its path around the river mouth bar. When the jet is directed updrift around the river mouth bar,
continued sediment deposition tends to force the jet downdrift (and vice versa). The strong jet affects the
incoming waves, limiting bypassing. Bypassing occurs via the channel through the formation and migration
of river mouth bars (Figures 4c and 6c, see also Animation S3). In this case, the river mouth spit consists of
both sediment eroded by the channel from the downdrift bank of the river mouth and of updrift sediment
transported along the spit and through the channel. As the river mouth migrates downdrift, part of the river
mouth bar merges back onshore, updrift of the river mouth.
With a signiﬁcant ﬂuvial sediment ﬂux, the river mouth is net progradational (Figure 6d, see also Animation
S4). Bypassing occurs via the channel, and the river mouth jet is strongly deﬂected to set up a regime where
wave height does not vary alongshore (similar to Figure 6a). There is no zone of low wave heights updrift of
the river mouth that would result in sediment deposition.
6.2. Contrasting River Mouth Bar Versus Jet Effects on Bypassing
In the previous section, we identiﬁed refraction of waves away from the updrift coast as the dominant mechanism for updrift sediment deposition, spit formation, and river mouth migration. Refraction of waves away from
the updrift coast can be either due to current refraction of the waves in the presence of the river mouth jet or
due to depth-refraction of the waves in the presence of a river mouth bar. To explore the relative importance
of depth refraction versus current refraction, we investigated wave heights and directions in three model
experiments: (1) a river mouth with a river mouth jet, but prior to any morphological change (Figure 7a), (2)
our typical experiment with a river mouth jet and a fully developed morphology (Figure 7b), and (3) an experiment without a river mouth jet, but with the developed morphology of the second experiment (Figure 7c).
Our model experiments suggest that, similar to conclusions drawn recently by Olabarrieta et al. [2014] and
Chen et al. [2015], the majority of the wave refraction around our simulated river mouth is driven by the
presence of the river mouth bar (Figure 7b). We do not ﬁnd a signiﬁcant difference in the wave heights with
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Figure 7. Wave height deviations in the presence of (a) the river mouth jet (after the model hydrodynamic spin-up and before any simulated morphological change),
(b) the river mouth jet and bar (after 3.2 years of morphodynamic change), and (c) the river mouth bar (after 3.2 years of morphodynamic change with added 24 h of
hydrodynamic spin-up without ﬂuvial discharge). Vector length and direction represent the wave ﬁeld; vector color represents the wave height deviation from a
3 1
cross-shore proﬁle updrift that is unaffected by the river mouth. Grey lines show the bathymetry contours up to 5 m of water depth; black line is 0 m. Q = 200 m s ,
Hs = 1 m. Dashed ellipse in Figures 7b and 7c show the region of lower wave heights updrift of the river mouth responsible for sediment deposition and spit growth.

or without a river mouth jet (compare Figure 7b to Figure 7c). Note however that these ﬁndings are dependent on the accuracy of SWAN in these shallow and energetic environments.
6.3. Wave and River Mouth Controls on Bypassing
To expand on the descriptive ﬁndings above, we sought a nondimensional parameter that would best
predict alongshore sediment transport bypassing for river mouths. We ran model experiments with ﬂuvial
water discharge ranging from 50 m3 s1 to 1000 m3 s1 and wave heights ranging from 0.7 m to 1.5 m (See
supporting information Table S2 for an overview of the model experiments). As discussed in section 6.1,
interactions between the jet, the river mouth bar, and the waves, and in particular the jet deﬂection by the
waves, strongly inﬂuence the pathways of alongshore sediment bypassing. To characterize jet deﬂection, we
look to the ratio of the jet momentum ﬂux versus the alongshore component of the wave momentum ﬂux,
MJ
ρ Qu
ρw Qu
;
¼ w
¼
Sxy W
EnðcosθsinθÞW
MW

(4)

where MJ is the momentum ﬂux of the jet at the river mouth (kg m s2), MW is the wave momentum ﬂux
(kg m s2), ρw is the water density (kg m3), Q is the river discharge (m3 s1), u is the depth- and widthaveraged river velocity (m s1), Sxy is the alongshore-directed component of the radiation stress (N m1), W
is the width of the river mouth (m), E is the wave energy density (N m1) which equals 161 ρw gHs 2 [Airy,
1841], g is the vertical acceleration due to gravity (m s2), Hs is the signiﬁcant wave height (m), n is the ratio
of the group velocity to phase velocity of the incoming (deep water) waves, and θ is the incoming wave
angle. We choose the deep water wave formulation of the radiation stress to form a straightforward relation
between the model boundary conditions and the computed wave momentum ﬂux.
To avoid complications arising from shoreline reorientation, we investigate experiments without ﬂuvial
sediment supply to determine whether this balance (equation (4)) can characterize jet deﬂection. Model
results suggest that when the momentum ﬂux balance exceeds approximately 0.5 (i.e., for relatively stronger
ﬂuvial momentum ﬂux), the river mouth shifts from a stable deﬂected jet to a morphologically unstable jet
(Figure 8a). Note that the jet is not hydrodynamically unstable (as in Canestrelli et al. [2014]) but morphologically unstable. The unstable river mouth jet switches its orientation between deﬂected away from the waves
(positive angle) and into the waves (negative angle, Figure 8a) because of the formation and migration of the
river mouth bar (Figure 4c, and Animation S3).
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Figure 8. (a) Histograms of jet orientation for 12 model experiments with different river mouth balance ratios J (equation
(4)) and no ﬂuvial sediment supply. Colors are used to visually distinguish the model experiments. +90° is shore-parallel
away from the waves, 0° is shore-normal, and 90° is shore-parallel into the wave approach direction. The jet orientation is
computed at the offshore location of the maximum cross-shore velocity. (b) Average alongshore sediment bypassing
fraction β for all model experiments at different river mouth balance ratios J (equation (5)).

6.4. Fluvial Sediment Supply Controls on Bypassing
As shown in section 6.1, ﬂuvial sediment supply signiﬁcantly affects alongshore sediment bypassing. To quantify this phenomenon, we ran 45 experiments with discharge varying between 50 m3 s1 and 1000 m3 s1 and
ﬂuvial sand supply ranging from 0 kg s1 to 100 kg s1. For river mouths along a straight coastline, the alongshore sediment transport far updrift and far downdrift of the river mouth are approximately equal. By supplying
ﬂuvial sediment to the downdrift coastline, littoral sediment from updrift can no longer be transported along
the downdrift coastline and will therefore not be bypassed. To account for the decrease in bypassing due to
ﬂuvial sediment supply, we include in the momentum ﬂux balance (equation (4)) a nondimensional sediment
ﬂux balance Qs/(Qs + Qr), where Qs is the alongshore sediment transport ﬂux (m3 s1) and Qr is the ﬂuvial sediment ﬂux (m3 s1). Combined, we formulate the nondimensional river mouth balance J,
J¼

MJ
Qs

:
MW Qs þ Qr

(5)

We ﬁnd that the river mouth balance J is able to explain the observed variability in long-term (cumulative)
alongshore sediment bypassing fraction β (Figure 8b). Alongshore sediment bypassing appears bimodal,
with the majority of model experiments tending toward either uninterrupted bypassing of littoral sediment
(β → 1) or complete blocking (β → 0). When the wave momentum ﬂux exceeds the jet momentum ﬂux, the
river mouth is wave-dominated (J < < ½) and bypassing is high (β > 0.5). Waves limit the size of the river
mouth bar and deﬂect the river mouth jet, such that there is a small effect updrift wave refraction effect
limiting updrift wave height. When, on the other hand, the jet momentum ﬂux is high, the river mouth is
jet-dominated (J> > ½) and alongshore sediment is not able to bypass the river mouth (Figure 8b). The river
mouth bar and the river mouth jet effectively cause the updrift waves to refract, away from the river mouth
spit, and cause deposition. Interestingly, this framework suggests that, by increasing alongshore sediment
bypassing, increases in the ﬂuvial sediment ﬂux make the river mouth more wave-dominated.

7. River Mouth Migration
7.1. Dimensions of the River Mouth Spit
Using our understanding of river mouth bypassing from our model experiments, we can estimate the alongshore migration rate of both simulated and natural river mouths. If bypassing is limited, the rate of river mouth
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Figure 9. Morphology and depth slices of the river mouth spit colored by the fraction of updrift sediment. (a) View looking
offshore and updrift, shaded waves indicate sea level, (b) cross section of the river mouth spit, (c) long section of the river
mouth spit. Note that the lighter shaded blue bars extending below the channel depth arise from limited vertical resolution
of the bed composition tracking at depth.

migration should be controlled by the volume of blocked updrift sediment divided by the representative crosssectional area of the river mouth spit Ab (equation (1)). Thus, for successful prediction of river mouth migration
rates or for bypassing estimates of natural systems based on observed migration rates, we need to know the
cross-sectional area of the river mouth spit composed of updrift sediment (Ab).
Investigating the origin of sediments incorporated in our modeled river mouth spits, we ﬁnd that the river
mouth spit only partially consist of updrift sediment (Figure 9c). Rather, a signiﬁcant fraction of spit deposits
are composed of eroded sediment from the downdrift beach (Figure 9). As the downdrift sediment is eroded
and transported onto the river mouth bar, subsequent migration of the river mouth downdrift of the bar leads
to onshore sediment movement and incorporation of the downdrift sediment into the spit (Figure 9c). Using
the model experiments for different ﬂuvial discharges and different offshore wave heights, we ﬁnd that
approximately one half of the thickness of the river mouth spit is composed of updrift sediment (Figure 10a).
Because littoral transport far updrift and far downdrift of the river mouth along a straight shoreline are equal
(i.e. 1 Qs) and β.Qs is bypassed, the volume of eroded downdrift sediment transported along the downdrift
coastline in steady state is (1-β).Qs. Because we ﬁnd that the river mouth spit is composed of approximately
50% updrift sediments, which accumulate at a rate of (1-β).Qs, downdrift sediments are also accumulating at a
rate of (1-β).Qs in the river mouth spit.
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Figure 10. (a) Average thickness, Ds, of modeled updrift sediment in the river mouth spit for different channel depths Dc.
(b) Average spit width, Ws, for different channel widths, Wc, for both model results (green), and natural examples (blue).
Dashed line indicates an approximate ﬁt to model results and natural examples. See supporting information Table S3 for a
list of the natural examples.

Additionally, our model experiments and a selection of natural examples indicate that the channel width (Wc)
is a good predictor of the width of the river mouth spit (Ws, Figure 10b). Across 2 orders of magnitude in channel size, river mouth spit width is about 1½ times the channel width. We note here that the process of river
mouth spit formation could be analogous to the processes that control the curvature in meandering rivers. As
a migrating river mouth bends approximately 90° to become perpendicular to the shoreface (e.g., Figure 3c),
the width of the river mouth spit plus half of the channel width is equal to its meander curvature radius. The
observed scaling between river mouth spit width and channel width of 1½ (Figure 10b) therefore corresponds to a dimensionless ratio of meander curvature radius to channel width of 2, commonly found in river
meanders [Leopold and Wolman, 1960] and associated with a maximum in meander bend migration rates
[Hickin and Nanson, 1984]. However, note that we do not include secondary ﬂow in our depth-averaged ﬂow
model experiments. River mouth migration in our model is forced by “bar push” deposition of littoral sediment and “bank pull” erosion caused by ﬂuvial currents.
7.2. Predictive Model of River Mouth Migration
The combination of alongshore bypassing fractions (β), spit updrift sediment depth (Ds), and spit width (Ws)
allows us to develop a predictive model of river mouth migration, building on the mass balance proposed earlier
(equation (1)). First, we estimate the cumulative alongshore sediment bypassing fraction β as a function of the
river mouth balance J (equation (5)) by ﬁtting a smooth sigmoid shape β (J) to the bypassing data,
1
βðJ Þ ¼
;
(6)
1 þ aJ b
with ﬁtted parameters a = 10 and b = 3 (Figure 11a). This functional form ensures that β (J) is smooth and that
bypassing in the wave-dominated limit (J → 0) approaches 1, and bypassing for jet-dominated river mouths
(J → ∞) tends toward 0.
Second, the representative spit cross-sectional area Ab (m2) is the product of spit width Ws (m) and the spit
updrift sediment depth Ds (m) (Figure 1). Following the dependence of spit width to channel width and spit
updrift sediment thickness to channel depth established earlier (Figure 10), we can formulate a predictive
model for the river mouth migration rate v, as
v¼

Qs ½1  β Qs ½1  βðJ Þ
¼ 3
;
1
Ab
2 W c 2Dc

(7)

which allows us to estimate the migration rate for a given river mouth depending on the river mouth balance
J. Reorganized, this also allows us to estimate the bypassing fraction β using the observed migration rate of a
particular river mouth:
 3

v2 W c 12Dc
β ¼1
:
(8)
Qs
These relationships can be tested using both modeled and natural examples.
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Figure 11. (a) Alongshore sediment bypassing for model results and natural examples. The dotted line shows the ﬁt of
a simple logistic function (equation (6)) that relates bypassing to the river mouth balance J (deﬁned in equation (5)).
(b) Predicted versus observed migration rates for our model results and natural examples.

8. Application to Natural Examples
The simple boundary conditions and idealized domain used in our model runs allow us to generalize the
model ﬁndings and to apply them to wide range of natural systems. We analyzed 15 natural river mouths distributed across the world (i.e., in Georgia, Nicaragua, Honduras, Brazil, and Senegal) to investigate their
bypassing fractions and alongshore migration rates, limiting our analysis to cases without signiﬁcant ﬂuvial
sediment supply and without signiﬁcant tidal range.
We calculated migration rates for these river mouths using satellite imagery from Google Earth or NASA
Landsat, tracking the river mouth location across multiple images spanning at least 2 years. For all river
mouths except the Senegal River, we estimated discharge and channel depth based on hydraulic geometry
[Andren, 1994] using the average channel width upstream of the river mouth. In all cases, alongshore
sediment transport was estimated with the CERC formula, cast in deep water wave terms, assuming shoreparallel depth contours and a CERC coefﬁcient K of 0.15 [Komar, 1971; Nienhuis et al., 2015b]. According to
laboratory experiments by Kamphuis [1991], the CERC equation overestimates alongshore sediment
transport for steep beaches, which could indicate a negative dependence of the coefﬁcient K on beach slope.
We do not take into account the beach slope in our estimates of alongshore sediment transport. Using the
WaveWatch III reanalysis hindcast [Chawla et al., 2013], we retrieved directional deep water wave time series
from 1979 to 2009 to estimate the long-term wave climate. See supporting information Table S3 for an
overview of the natural examples.
The observed migration rate of the natural river mouths constrains the fraction of alongshore sediment
transport that is able to bypass the river mouth. Given the approximations in the analysis, we observe a
surprisingly good ﬁt between inferred bypassing fraction (equation (8)) and the river mouth balance J
(Figure 11a). Next, we use the bypassing function β (J) equation (6)) with the calculated river mouth balance
J to predict a migration rate for the model results (Figure 11b, green markers) and the natural examples
(Figure 11b, blue markers). Note that the deviations of the model results away from the 1-1 agreement are
due to the approximations in the bypassing function (equation (6)) and the representative river mouth spit
cross-sectional area, Ab. For river mouths with high bypassing, a small relative error in the estimated
bypassing fraction β results in a large relative error in the calculated migration rate (v ~ 1-β). This caused
the ﬁt of the natural examples to deteriorate compared the model experiments (Figure 11b).

9. River Mouth Spit Breaching
For rapidly migrating river mouths, alongshore migration is often stopped by a breach in the spit, typically
thought to be initiated by either increased water level setup in the channel due to ﬂoods or from the coast
due to storms or tides [Cooper, 1990]. Investigating a model experiment over 14 morphological years, we ﬁnd
that even under constant forcing conditions, the modeled system can undergo repeated cycles of spit
elongation interrupted by distinct breaching events (Figure 12a and Animation S5). In this model experiment
(Table S2 #46), breaches initiate when the river mouth has migrated approximately 2500 m from the original
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Figure 12. Example of a river mouth spit breach. (a) The channel length, (b) water level, and (c) alongshore sediment
bypassing over the course of 14 model years. Green markers show the times of the four model snapshots in
Figures 12d–12g. (d–g) Close-up of the river mouth morphology at times indicated in the plots to the left. Colors indicate
bed level relative to mean sea level (m).

river location, when the upstream water level reaches a critical threshold of approximately 30 cm (Figure 12
b). After about 5 years of morphological spin-up, breaches occur at a regular time interval and at a similar
channel length (Figure 12a). As the river mouth migrates and the channel maintains a constant water surface
slope, the elevation of the water surface at the upstream boundary is directly related to the channel length.
Therefore, when the channel length reaches a critical length (corresponding to an elevated water level of
30 cm) superelevation in the channel initiates a breach (Animation S5).
We can use equation (1) to evaluate the controls on river mouth spit breaching timescales. Here
Tbreach = Lbreach/v, where Tbreach is the breaching timescale (s), Lbreach is the breaching length scale (m) and
v is the alongshore migration rate of the river mouth (m s1). Investigating bypassing through time, we ﬁnd
that each breaching event is associated with a peak in the instantaneous alongshore sediment bypassing
fraction β (Figure 12c). Therefore, in order to successfully relate the breaching length scale to a breaching
timescale, the key bypassing fraction is the cumulative bypassing fraction during the migration phase of
the river mouth just before a breach occurs (in this case βcum ≈ 0.7, Figure 12c).
Combining the bypassing estimate with the breaching length scale to obtain the breaching time scale,
we arrive at
T breach ¼

Lbreach Lbreach Ab
¼
;
v
Qs ð 1  β Þ

(9)

which for Lbreach = 2500 m, β = 0.7, Qs = 0.012 m3 s1, and Ab = 250 m2 (Table S2, 46) leads to a breaching interval
of 2.4 years, closely matching the modeled channel dynamics. This breaching experiment (Figure 12) also
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indicates that migration does not continue perpetually and that without the river mouth progradation
associated with ﬂuvial sediment supply, bypassing averaged over long timescales will always tend to 1.

10. Discussion
10.1. Alongshore Migration Rate
In this study, we have formulated a predictive relationship for the alongshore migration rate of river mouth
spits. Migration generally ranges between zero and several hundred meters per simulation year and is
controlled by the cross-sectional area of the river mouth spit and by the volume of alongshore sediment
transport that is not bypassed. Obliquely approaching waves that deﬂect the river mouth jet and limit the size
of the river mouth bar control the pathways and rates of alongshore sediment bypassing (Figure 6). We
estimate jet deﬂection, and therefore alongshore sediment bypassing, with the ratio of jet momentum ﬂux
versus the alongshore-directed component of the wave momentum ﬂux (Figure 8). Investigating model
experiments and natural examples, we found that the cross-sectional area of the spit increases with increasing channel size (Figure 10). Because the fraction of alongshore sediment transport that is blocked also
increases for increasing channel size, the combined effect is that the river mouth migration rate is maximized
for intermediate-sized river mouths (Figure 5).
10.2. Short-Term and Long-Term Fluctuations
The model experiments shown here with constant boundary conditions are a signiﬁcant simpliﬁcation from
the complicated marine and ﬂuvial processes that affect river mouths. River mouths change seasonally and
are inﬂuenced by extreme events, such as storms or ﬂoods [e.g., Cooper, 1990; Hart, 2007]. However, the
results reported here hint that the dynamics of channel bypassing, migration, and breaching can be
sustained even with constant forcing, i.e., in the absence of punctuated events of high intensity. Even though
storms and ﬂoods most likely dictate the short-term dynamics of small river mouth systems, extreme events
are not necessary ingredients to gain process understanding of long-term river mouth morphodynamics.
The effect of ﬂuvial and wave-climate ﬂuctuations on river mouth dynamics can be assessed by their formative timescales. For ﬂuvial geomorphology, the formative timescale is typically the bankfull, 1½ year ﬂood
[Wolman and Miller, 1960]. The analysis of Kirk [1991] showed that some river mouth spits breach at these
timescales. Kraus et al. [2002] found that storm-induced breach timescales correlate with the 10 year storm
surge height relative to the tidal range, a proxy for the subaerial elevation of the river mouth spit.
Alongshore sediment transport, the main mechanism for bypassing and migration, acts on much shorter
timescales [Hicks and Inman, 1987], leading to river mouth migration (low bypassing) or closure (high bypassing) to be associated with average day-to-day conditions [Hicks and Inman, 1987; Kirk, 1991]. However, while
the formative timescale for alongshore sediment transport is short, the direction of alongshore sediment
transport can be strongly seasonal. The multiannual migration rate and direction of river mouths therefore
can potentially be dependent not just on the annual average bypassing conditions but on the degree of
temporal overlap of the directional wave climate with the average ﬂuvial discharge.
Fluvial ﬂoods deliver coarse sediment and often lead to the formation of ephemeral mouth bars in wavedominated environments. These mouth bars can decrease alongshore sediment transport on short
timescales but, on seasonal timescales, can feed the littoral system or be transported offshore [Warrick
and Barnard, 2012]. Fluvial sediment can also form offshore platforms topped by emergent barrier islands
that increase alongshore sediment bypassing [Giosan, 2007; Giosan et al., 2013]. While the parameterizations presented here are useful for studies of deltaic and coastline evolution on larger scales [Nienhuis,
2016], future work will be required to study the longer timescale effect of ﬂuvial sediment on alongshore
sediment bypassing. Similarly, the effect of tides on both the modulation of sediment discharge [e.g.,
Leonardi et al., 2013, 2015], and waves should be addressed in future studies.
10.3. Erosion of the Downdrift Coast
The link between river mouth migration, alongshore sediment transport, and river mouth bypassing established here relies in part on the ability of the river mouth to freely erode into the downdrift coastline.
However, the migration of natural river mouths is in many cases limited by the strength of the downdrift bank
[Izumi et al., 1999; Cooper, 2001]. Future studies will be focused on the mechanisms with which sediment is
eroded from the downdrift bank and how this sediment is either incorporated into the spit or transported
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downdrift. Additionally, because the strength of the downdrift bank should have a direct effect on the
channel migration rate, future studies could include a downdrift lithology factor such that not just the river
mouth balance J (equation (5)), but also sediment erodibility will inﬂuence bypassing.

11. Conclusions
This study has provided quantitative understanding of river mouth morphodynamics in wave-dominated environments. Our ﬁndings are not only relevant for the longer timescale evolution and storage of terrestrial signals in
the marine environment, but, because river mouths and adjacent coasts experience changes of many kilometers
on human timescales, this quantitative understanding of river mouth behavior can be applied to coastal planning
and management problems. Furthermore, the predictive framework of bypassing and channel migration can be
used to analyze how river mouths inﬂuence the dynamics of larger wave-inﬂuenced deltaic systems and offer
insight into the future evolution of river mouths under anthropogenic modiﬁcations and climate change.
Using model experiments and natural examples, we found that the fraction of alongshore sediment that is
bypassed and the size of the river mouth spit controls the alongshore migration rate of river mouths.
Alongshore bypassing pathways and bypassing ﬂuxes are themselves controlled by river mouth jet deﬂection. For a downdrift-deﬂected jet, updrift alongshore sediment transport is not affected by the river mouth;
the resulting sediment bypassing fraction is high, and bypassing can occur close to the shoreline. If the jet is
not deﬂected, wave-current refraction and wave-depth refraction form a zone of low alongshore transport
updrift of the river mouth, effectively disabling alongshore sediment bypassing. We found in our model
experiments that bypassing can be predicted by the ratio of jet momentum ﬂux versus the alongshore
component of the wave momentum ﬂux. The coupling between alongshore sediment bypassing and river
mouth migration has enabled us to formulate a predictive framework of alongshore sediment bypassing that
can be tested on natural examples. Furthermore, model experiments show that river mouth migration,
bypassing, and spit breaching dynamics can arise even under constant discharge and wave conditions,
potentially setting up an important autogenic clock for wave-dominated river mouths. Future studies will
be focused on how temporal ﬂuctuations of ﬂuvial sediment supply and wave directionality affect bypassing
and ﬂuvial sediment distribution within the coastal zone.
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